
Wikipedia Editing Workshop 
Women in Natural History

13 March 2019  |  10am-2pm ET



Logistics Details
• Slides available in “Presentation” section of this page: 

https://s.si.edu/HNHWikipedia 
• In-Person Participants:

– Wifi Network: SI-Internal
– Wifi Password: go!Cap1tals

• Virtual Participants
– Live Broadcast of Workshop: 

https://s.si.edu/NHWomenWikiLive
– Questions during event? 3 ways to ask:

• Use the built-in chat feature on the YouTube Live 
broadcast 

• Use the hashtag #HerNaturalHistoryWiki on Twitter
• Call the Workshop “Help Line”. 

Dial 1-877-860-3058 and enter the 
passcode: 961479.

– Calling from outside U.S.? Find toll-free number here: 
https://s.si.edu/WikiHelpLine 

https://s.si.edu/HNHWikipedia
https://s.si.edu/NHWomenWikiLive
https://s.si.edu/WikiHelpLine


Workshop Outline

• Welcome and logistics
• Brief introduction to BHL and 

#HerNaturalHistory
• Overview of Suggested Work List and 

suggested edits to perform
• Wikipedia how-to training
• BHL how-to training
• Start editing!



What is the 
Biodiversity 

Heritage 
Library?

Free and open global access to 
biodiversity knowledge from libraries 

and archives around the world.



The Biodiversity Heritage Library 
(www.biodiversitylibrary.org) is an open access digital 

library for biodiversity literature and archives.



BHL is a Global Consortium

20 MEMBERS

AS OF MARCH 2019
22 AFFILIATES

80+ WORLDWIDE PARTNERS



56+ MILLION
PAGES

TITLES VOLUMES
146,000+ 240,000+

187+ MILLION
INSTANCES OF TAXONOMIC NAMES

795+
IN-COPYRIGHT TITLES LICENSED FOR BHL

AGREEMENTS 
WITH 355+

LICENSORS
*Stats as of March 2019



Anatomy of a BHL Book



115,000+
TOTAL FOLLOWERS ON
SOCIAL MEDIA

TOTAL FOLLOWERS
21,000+

TOTAL FOLLOWERS
17,000+
TOTAL FOLLOWERS
51,000+

TOTAL FOLLOWERS
5,800+

AVERAGE MONTHLY 
READERS (CY19)

6,000+

FOLLOW @BIODIVLIBRARY

*Stats as of March 2019

TOTAL FOLLOWERS
21,000+



133,000+
IMAGES IN FLICKR

TOTAL IMAGES
TAGGED40,000+

443+ MILLION
TOTAL VIEWS ON IMAGES

OF TOTAL FLICKR 
COLLECTION TAGGED

TAGGED IMAGES IN 
EOL

30% 18,000+

BHL FLICKR NAMED 1 OF WIRED’S 
27 MUST-FOLLOW FEEDS IN 

THE WORLD OF SCIENCE
*Stats as of March 2019

WWW.FLICKR.COM/BIODIVLIBRARY



Her Natural History: A Celebration of Women in Natural History

When? 8-31 March, 2019 
Where? Social Media (Twitter, Facebook, Instagram) 
What? Join us in celebrating women in natural history this Women’s History 
Month! Follow along and join the campaign using #HerNaturalHistory. 
More Information: s.si.edu/hernaturalhistory



Suggested Work List
Suggest article work list for the workshop can be found on this page:

https://s.si.edu/HNHWikipedia or by entering WP: WMDC-BHL into 
the Wikipedia search bar

Thanks to Siobhan Leachman, Michelle Marshall, Smithsonian Institution Archives, The New York Botanical 
Garden, Sandra I. Berríos-Torres, and the BHL Cataloging Group for providing much of the research 

and resources provided in this list.

https://s.si.edu/HNHWikipedia


Suggested Work List
Suggest article work list for the workshop can be found on this page:

https://s.si.edu/HNHWikipedia or by entering WP: WMDC-BHL into 
the Wikipedia search bar

Click on a name to go to that person’s Wikipedia page.

Names in RED do not yet have a Wikipedia page.

Click “show” to expand the listing for each name to view 
additional resources that you can use, including many from BHL.

BHL links (biodiversitylibrary.org/…) will take you to works that 
each woman authored or contributed to.

Flickr links (flickr.com/…) will take you to images illustrated by 
that woman.

Additional resources and notes providing more biographical 
details may also be available. 

https://s.si.edu/HNHWikipedia


Suggested Edits
1. Add images to pages (e.g. add relevant images already in WikiCommons to 

pages; uploaded new images from BHL/Flickr and add to pages).

Add images to a page (pages 
can include more than one).

Create a “Gallery” on a page (this example from 
Maria Sibylla Merian’s page).



Suggested Edits
1. Add images to pages (e.g. add relevant images already in WikiCommons to 

pages; uploaded new images from BHL/Flickr and add to pages).
2. Add list/links to publications by these women (e.g. Link to these works 

available in BHL; Create or expand "Selected Bibliography" sections).

Add a link to the woman’s works on 
BHL in an “External Links” section.

Add or expand a “Selected Bibliography” / ”Publications” section and link 
the titles to digital copies in BHL. (Ex: Elsie Wilkins Sexton’s page.)



Suggested Edits
1. Add images to pages (e.g. add relevant images already in WikiCommons to 

pages; uploaded new images from BHL/Flickr and add to pages).
2. Add list/links to publications by these women (e.g. Link to these works 

available in BHL; Create or expand "Selected Bibliography" sections).
3. Enhance articles with more biographical info using resource links in the 

Suggested Work List, reference books in the room (latter for in-person 
attendees), or your own research.

Make use of the linked resources to 
gather biographical info you can add 
to that woman’s Wikipedia page.



Suggested Edits
1. Add images to pages (e.g. add relevant images already in WikiCommons to 

pages; uploaded new images from BHL/Flickr and add to pages).
2. Add list/links to publications by these women (e.g. Link to these works 

available in BHL; Create or expand "Selected Bibliography" sections).
3. Enhance articles with more biographical info using resource links in the 

Suggested Work List, reference books in the room (latter for in-person 
attendees), or your own research.

4. Add citations to statements lacking them using the resources mentioned 
above.

Use the resources provided or your own 
research to find sources for statements in the 
articles and add a citation.



Suggested Edits
3. Enhance articles with more biographical info using resource links in the 

Suggested Work List, reference books in the room (latter for in-person 
attendees), or your own research.

4. Add citations to statements lacking them using the resources mentioned 
above.

5. Edit related pages with info about relevant women in natural history.
Add information about women to pages 
about publications they contributed to (ex: 
Page for The Cactaceae, for which Mary 
Emily Eaton was the principal illustrator).

Add species illustrations by one of these 
women to the corresponding species 
page and include the woman’s name in 
an artist credit. (Ex: Elizabeth Gould’s 
illustration on the page for the black 
honeyeater (Sugomel niger)).



Suggested Edits
1. Add images to pages (e.g. add relevant images already in WikiCommons to 

pages; uploaded new images from BHL/Flickr and add to pages).
2. Add list/links to publications by these women (e.g. Link to these works 

available in BHL; Create or expand "Selected Bibliography" sections).
3. Enhance articles with more biographical info using resource links in the 

Suggested Work List, reference books in the room (latter for in-person 
attendees), or your own research.

4. Add citations to statements lacking them using the resources mentioned 
above.

5. Edit related pages with info about relevant women in natural history.
6. Create new articles for those lacking them (anyone in the Suggested Work List 

whose name is red).

Names in RED do not yet have a Wikipedia page.



How to Edit in 
Wikipedia



Greetings

Wikimedia DC is the regional outreach organization for Wikipedia and the 
other projects of the Wikimedia Foundation. Our mission is to promote 

participation in Wikimedia projects in Washington, DC, Maryland, Virginia, 
West Virginia, Delaware and throughout the United States.

Greetings from Wikimedia DC!

More about the Wikimedia Affiliates Model

Ariel Cetrone: Institutional Partnerships Manager, Wikimedia DC 
Wikipedia Username: @Ariel  Cetrone (WMDC)

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wikimedia_movement_affiliates/Models


Create Username/Sign-in

Go to en.wikipedia.org



Wiki Event Page

1. Go to en.wikipedia.org
2. Enter the following shortcut into the 

search bar (top right).

WP:WMDC-BHL
3. Bookmark this page. We will use it 

throughout the day.



Wiki Event Page



Sign-in: Wiki Event Page

1. Scroll down to the Sign-in section

2. Click the blue ‘Sign-in’ button



Sign-in: Wiki Event Page

3.    Scroll down on the 

following page 

Do not type anything

4.    Click the 

‘Publish’ button



     Wikipedia
What exactly is it, anyway??? 

27



Wikipedia

What is Wikipedia?
Wikipedia is a multilingual, web-based, free encyclopedia based on 
a model of openly editable content. It is the largest and most 
popular general reference work on the Internet. [Wikipedia] is 
supported by the Wikimedia Foundation, a non-profit organization 
which operates on money it receives from donors.

From Wikipedia (en)



Wikipedia

“Imagine a world in which every single person on 
the planet is given free access to the sum of all 
human knowledge. That's what we're doing.”

-Jimmy Wales, co-founder, Wikipedia

The 21st-century encyclopedia

https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/World
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Free
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/All


Wikipedia

Free as in beer, Free as in freedom ... gratis et libre

Created and edited by volunteers

Overseen by nonprofit Wikimedia Foundation

All edits and versions recorded forever (revision 
history)

5+ million articles, 270+ languages

75k active editors/month, 11k very active 
editors/month



Wikipedia

Free...

All content freely licensed without restrictions

Creative Commons Attribution Sharealike or 
Public Domain

Written content or image/video/audio uploads

Wikimedia Commons - multimedia repository
commons.wikimedia.org 

Commercial re-use is absolutely allowed. 
Google, publishers...



Why Edit? #FactsMatter

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xQ4ba28-oGs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xQ4ba28-oGs


Wikipedia Basics and Policies

Photo: Georgetown Slavery Archive 
Editing Workshop

Georgetown University

Source: Wikimedia Commons

● A website where anyone can edit 
any page at any time

● Meant to be "quick"
● Remembers all versions (nothing 

ever destroyed)
● Hyperlinks between pages

Wiki



Wikipedia Basics and Policies

Photo: Georgetown Slavery Archive 
Editing Workshop

Georgetown University

Source: Wikimedia Commons

Wikipedia policies
● Neutral Point of View - written so all sides can agree
● Notability - significant independent sources -> importance
● Verifiability - Using reliable sources to reference information
● No original research - point to existing scholarship
● Assume good faith - start with congenial spirit
● Conflicts of interest - disclose and abide by terms of service



Wikipedia’s Gender Gap

Editor gender gap?  Unsilence the silent



Wikipedia’s Gender Gap

Percentage of women’s biographies

November 2014

15%

English language 
Wikipedia

March 2019

17.74%

English language 
Wikipedia

Content gender gap? Make the invisible visible



Wikipedia’s Gender Gap

● Engagement through edit-a-thons, training opportunities and 
Wikiprojects like Women in Red. (Example: NMWA event featured the 
the BBC)

● Partnerships with nonprofits*, colleges/universities, government 
entities and beyond

*75% of nonprofit employees are female. 
These nonprofits include educational, scientific and literary organizations. 

It’s time to engage these ‘gatekeepers’.

*Source The White House Project’s 2009 report, 
Benchmarking Women’s Leadership, 

How Can We Fix This?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_Women_in_Red#Worklists
https://www.bbc.com/news/av/world-us-canada-43559778/women-fighting-for-equality-on-wikipedia
https://www.bbc.com/news/av/world-us-canada-43559778/women-fighting-for-equality-on-wikipedia


Preparing to 
Edit: Setting 
Preferences

38

Photo: Vietnam-Era US Coast Guard Records Editing Workshop
National Archives

Source: Wikimedia Commons



Set Editing Preferences

1. Open the Wiki event page or any Wikipedia article
2. Select ‘Preferences’ (Top right of the page)

Activate Visual Editor



Set Editing Preferences

Activate Visual Editor

3.   Select the ‘Editing’ tab



Set Editing Preferences

4.   Scroll down to 
‘Editor’

5.    Select ‘Show me 
Both Editor Tabs’ from 

the ‘Editing Mode’ 
dropdown menu

6.  Save 
(Bottom left)



User Page

● All users/editors are assigned a user page
● Access user page by selecting your username (top right)

● Share information - use is optional



User Talk Page

● All users/editors are assigned a talk page
● Place to receive messages



Article Tabs and Anatomy

View Article History



Article Tabs and Anatomy

View Article History

Edit 
summary

Editor 
usernameDate



Article Tabs and Anatomy

Article Talk Page

● Discuss the article with other editors
● Use is optional



Article Tabs and Anatomy

Sections

Lead paragraphs

Main photo or 
Infobox 

placement



Article Tabs and Anatomy

Sections: References

References or notes 
(Inline citations) 



Article Tabs and Anatomy

Additional Sections



Editing Existing 
Articles

50

Photo: Catergory: Wikimedia DC meetups

Source: Wikimedia Commons



Adding/Editing Content

Edit buttons 
Edit = Visual Editor, Edit Source = Code

Formatting buttons

Open any ‘blue’ article on the Wiki event page



Citing Sources

1. Place cursor in desired location, select ‘Cite’
2. Follow prompts 



Adding Sections

1. Place cursor    2.    Select ‘Paragraph’    
3.    Select ‘Heading’    4.   Name Section

New section with heading



Adding Hyperlinks

1. Select text     2.    Select link icon     3.    Select article and ‘Done’

● Hyperlink to other Wikipedia 
articles

● Link only  on the first 
appearance



Adding Images

● Images must ‘live’ in Wikimedia Commons prior to uploading

1. Place cursor    2.    Select: ‘Insert’ + Media’    3.    Enter search term 



Adding Images

 4.    Select photo + ‘Use this image’    5.   Caption photo      6.   Insert



Adding Images

Don’t forget to publish changes



Additional Tips

● Search linked articles for relevant information

● ‘Copy and Paste’ is acceptable between WP 
articles as long as content is relevant and 

credit us given in ‘edit summary’

● Also a good way to find new sources



Creating 
New Articles

59

Photo: University of Maryland iSchool Disability 
Justice Editing Workshop

Source: Wikimedia Commons



Creating New Articles

1. Start a ‘Draft’
● Enter Draft:Article title into WP search bar 

● Click the red link to start the article

Draft:Article title

Three Ways to Get Started



Creating New Articles

● Start writing and publish as you go
● When happy with your draft, select 

‘More’ then ‘Move’
● Select ‘Article’ from dropdown menu 

● Under ‘New Title’, remove ‘Draft:’ 
● Select move page

Draft cont.



Creating New Articles

Or...



Creating New Articles

Start a Draft Article with Article Wizard

Use the Article Wizard 
(Wikipedia: Article Wizard) 

● Follow prompts
● Publish in draft form 



Creating New Articles

Start a Draft Article with Article Wizard

2. Start a ‘Mainspace’ article
● Enter Article title into WP search bar 
● Click the red link to start the article

● Create 
● Publish

Article title



Creating New Articles

Start a Draft Article with Article Wizard

3. Practice using your Sandbox
● Select Sandbox

● Select Edit or Edit Source
● Create article or section

● Copy/Paste Sandbox content into a draft of mainspace 
article



Tips/Other 
Ways to Edit

66

Photo: National Rivers and Trails Wikipedia Editing 
Workshop

Bureau of Land Management

Source: Wikimedia Commons



Adding Categories

1. Leave Editing mode
2. Select +
3. Type the category name into the field, i.e. German 

women scientists. Only existing categories will 
appear in the list of options. You may create new 
categories.

4. Select ‘Apply Changes’



Redirects

1. Identify target article - ‘Juliette Gordon Low’
2. Create a new article. Name it the alias. 

‘Juliette Gordon’
3. To Redirect, select icon w/ three lines. 

4. Select Page settings. 



Redirects cont/

5. Select ‘Redirect page to’
6. Enter name of the target article 

(Ex.Juliette Gordon Low) 
7. Select Apply changes 8. Select ‘Apply changes



Uploading 
Photos to 

Wikicommons
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Photo: Sumner School Archive Editing Workshop

Source: Wikimedia Commons



Wikicommons

71

Adding Photos

1. Go to commons.wikimedia.org
2. Select Upload



Wikicommons

72

Adding Photos cont.

3. Select media files to share



Wikicommons

73

4.  Address copyright

Adding Photos cont.



Wikicommons
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Adding Photos cont.

4.  Name and caption your photo, add category



How to Use the 
Biodiversity 

Heritage Library



How to Search BHL
Direct link to BHL: biodiversitylibrary.org

Choose “Full-Text” to search bibliographic 
info (i.e. Title, Author, etc.) AND full text of 
books in BHL.

Choose “Catalog” to search only 
bibliographic information in BHL.

Boolean searching (i.e. AND, OR, etc.) is 
supported.

Be sure to put quotation marks around 
phrases.



How to Search BHL
Direct link to BHL: biodiversitylibrary.org

Expand “Details” to see more information 
about where your search terms occurred in 
each result.

Use facets on the left to further filter and 
refine your results.

Click the title to view the book and click “View Metadata” 
to view bibliographic information.



How to Use the Book Viewer

Direct link to BHL: biodiversitylibrary.org

Use the “search inside” 
tab to search in a book. 
Use quotation marks 
around phrases. 

Download book as PDF — 
either select specific pages or 
download entire book.

Click to access the book’s 
bibliographic details.

Direct link to BHL: biodiversitylibrary.org

Click on a page to go 
directly to the page

Navigate quickly to a 
specific page in the 
book.



How to Download Images

Option One: Right click 
and “Save Image As” (for 
screen quality JPEG).

Direct link to BHL: biodiversitylibrary.org

Option Two: Click 
“View Current Page in 
Flickr” and download 
image from Flickr.



How to Link to Content
Direct link to BHL: biodiversitylibrary.org

Use the “URL for 
Current Page” (the 
permanent, stable page 
URL) to link to a 
specific page.

You can also link to the 
entire item with the 
stable, permanent 
“Item” URL.



How to Link to Content
Direct link to BHL: biodiversitylibrary.org

Many books in BHL have DOIs. 
You can find these on the 
“Bibliographic Details” screen.



Bibliographic Info
Direct link to BHL: biodiversitylibrary.org

Find Title, Author, 
and Publication 
details on this 
page.

Find specific 
volume information 
on this page.



Copyright Statements
Direct link to BHL: biodiversitylibrary.org

Each volume has 
its own copyright 
statement. Find it 
beneath the 
thumbnail of each 
item.



Thank You!
Questions?



Summary: Suggested Edits

1. Add images to pages (e.g. add relevant images already in 
WikiCommons to pages; uploaded new images from BHL/Flickr and 
add to pages).

2. Add list/links to publications by these women (e.g. Link to these 
works available in BHL; Create or expand "Selected Bibliography" 
sections).

3. Enhance articles with more biographical info using resource links in 
the Suggested Work List, reference books in the room (latter for 
in-person attendees), or your own research.

4. Add citations to statements lacking them using the resources 
mentioned above.

5. Edit related pages with info about relevant women in natural history.
6. Create new articles for those lacking them (anyone in the 

Suggested Work List whose name is red).


